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There are many horses to choose from in Red Dead Redemption 2, all with their own benefits and abilities. But if players are looking to prioritize the top race and speed, then an Arabian horse is their best bet. The nature of RDR2's sprawling open world means that not all horse breeds are available at the beginning.
Players will first have to access the stables, and even then certain horses only become free to buy after certain progress points have been passed in the single-player story campaign. While it gives players some extra incentive to complete Red Dead Redemption 2's story, it takes a big time commitment. Keep scrolling to
keep reading Click the button below to start this article in quick view. Starting a lot like in life, the best horses in Red Dead Redemption 2 don't come cheap. Players will have to fork over a substantial share of change to own an Arabian horse. Given how easily horses can be killed off in the game, it's best to keep a steady
supply of horse reviver on hand, or players could end up faced with a lot of money going down the drain. Why the White Arabist is the best horse in Red Dead Redemption 2 There are three types of Arabian horses to be found in Red Dead Redemption 2 - the Rose Grey Bay Arab, the Black Arab, and the White Arab
horse. There are many different classifications of horses in the game (for example, war horse, workhorse, or multiclass) and Arabian horses are in a category of their own - called better horse - that should talk about how excellent these horses are in play. The top Arabian horse is the Rose Grey Bay Arab, which is why
it's the most expensive at $1250. It's rated 7 in health and stamina, but it can be upgraded by three points as players bond with the horse. This Arab is rated 6 in speed, but with proper stirrups, it will go up by 2. However, the disadvantage of this breed is that it becomes available only when players have reached Red
Dead Redemption 2's epilough. Similarly, but more readily accessible, the Black Arab horse can be bought in RDR2 for $1050 once players reach Chapter 4. It is rated a 6 in stamina, speed, health, and acceleration, but it can be improved by bonding. What makes the White Arabian the best option of the three is that it's
most accessible. It also has a 6 in each category, such as the Black Arab, so with maximum bonding and improvements, the horse will be almost as fast as the Black Arab and Rose Grey Bay Arabian horses. Even more, it can be bought in Chapter 2, so players don't have to wait that long to have a quick drive. While this
horse can be bought at the stables for $1200, it can also be tamed in the wild, unlike its other counterparts. Players can have White Arabians in the snow regions near Lake Isabella in Grizzlies West finds. Be careful if the is known to haunt very easily. Study the horse until the Calm bar appears, which will allow the
player to approach and then pat the horse. The option to mount her will then appear, and players will have to use the left joystick to stop the horse from bobbing them off. After being broken into, players must transfer their saddle to the new horse and take her to the stables. The White Arabian may make an effort to tame,
but she is one of the fastest and most sought-after horses to be had in Red Dead Redemption 2. NEXT: What Red Dead Redemption Learned From Neversoft's Gun Every Red Dead Redemption 2 Supernatural Being, Explaining Related Topics Gameplay Features Red Dead Redemption 2 pc About Author Alexandra
Sakellariou (387 Articles Published) More from Alexandra Sakellariou Last Updated: 2019/10/4 22:48 Hot Check out this Red Dead Redemption 2 guide on how to get the fastest horse in the game by purchasing horses in St. Denis, and by capturing them from the wild! Check out starter tips for beginners! Horse review
horses are the main mode of transport in Red Dead Redemption 2. They are extremely important, but fragile creatures that will carry you through your adventures in the game. Check out how to get horses build good relationships for best performance taming a horse requires love and dedication. Brushing, feeding, and
not overworking will help build your relationship, grow a horse's Health &amp;amp; Stamina over time. If you don't have the coin, you can choose to hunt, tame, and catch the wild Arabic white horse trotting around Lake Isabella. Head to the Northwest area from the lake head to the snowy mountains and lie in wait for the
white Arabian horse in the northwestern area of the lake. How to catch and guide the wild horse crouch down &amp; approach slowly not to scare the horse be sure to keep low and approach the horse slowly so that it does not haunt. Once spooked, it will move away. Close on the horse and calm it down lock on the
horse and keep eye contact with it. Feel the vibrations on your controller and press Calm when the button on the screen tells you to. Ride the horse to break it in as soon as you've approached the horse, mount it so you can break it in. Follow the directions on the screen and move your joysticks the opposite way of the
horse's movement and keep pressing calmly to tem it. Saddle The Horse Up Don't forget to saddle up your new horse so it will become your permanent one. Forgetting to saddle it up will make you lose it if it's not stable. Keep the horse &amp; Don't Sell It The horse will only give you USD 47.00 if you try to sell it, so it's
better to keep it to yourself. There are two breeds of fast horses that you can buy at the stables in St. Denis. You can find the building on the south side of town, in the state of Lemoyne. Proceed to 4 To buy horses you should be in chapter in the game to be able to buy the fast horses in the Theodore Eckhart Stables in
St Denis. Nokota Breed - Fast and Cheap This breed costs only USD450.00 in-game. It has very high speed, but its acceleration stats aren't that high. Buy it if you're low on cash and want a quick, challenging horse. Arabian Breed - Balance in speed and acceleration The Arabian Breed is priced at USD 1,050, making it
very expensive. It has balanced high speed and acceleration and is also not difficult to manage. Don't like ad? VIP members don't see ads The site takes a lot of work and time, so that's why we have to rely on ad. Alternatively, we've created a VIP membership that allows you to browse the site without ad and get extra
features, at a small price. By becoming a VIP member, you support our work and enable us to create even more amazing features and content for you. Our guide to the fastest and rarest breeds of horse in Red Dead Redemption 2 will put you through how—to find and temper the best horses in the game! We also have
information on how to increase your horse speed, but also some methods that will get you some great horses for free! The best races Most of the best races will only be available to you by the end of the game. However, there are a few ways to get some ahead of time, which is fine because you're going to be on your
horse quite a bit, though. It is mentioned below in finding the best horses section. The best horse breeds in RDR 2 are Nokota, Turkoman, Arabic, Thoroughfare, and the Missouri Fox Trotter. These horses all have a high speed base, and the highest acceleration base statistics. After about Chapter 4, you will be able to
buy the majority of these at the stables. They all fall into the $1,000 range, but if you have a high honor, the price will be knocked down by a bit depending on how high it is. Increasing the speed with each horse when looking at the statistics you'll see is fully filled in white rectangles indicating its current stats. There are
also light gray rectangles, this indicates the potential of the horse. To maximize the statistics to the horse's highest potential, you need to equip the horse with the best saddle and pack you can buy! You can buy them at the various stables that are mostly found in cities across the map. Also, be sure to brush your horse
when it gets dirty. Believe it or not, if the horse is dirty, it will actually affect the speed of the horse. Brush will also add to your tape with the animal, so it is beneficial to brush it when you have ridden it for a while. Finding the best and rare horses The White Arabian Horse This is one rare horse you can get early in the
game, and it will serve you well throughout. Head over to the west side of Lake Isabella, and make sure that put on your winter gear so that you are not free. You'll have to be careful because of some predators that can spit around, so be sure to have a reliable weapon nearby. White Arab Horse Card You will want to
save before trying to tem the horse. There have been some reports of it disappearing if you fail to tem it after a few times, and it apparently won't repay again. It can be a mistake, but for now I'll just save your game so you can restart if you have any problems. White Arab Horse statistics Once you find the horse, you will
have to be careful on your approach. It can haunt very easily, so target it and slowly make your way to it by calming it down and patting it when you have a chance. Once you've done it a few times, you can then try to mount it. The horse is going to try to cut you off, so pull the directional stick in the opposite direction of
where it's headed and you have to be able to tem it! If you're rebuked, repeat the process! I strongly recommend going to this horse early in the game, you're not going to find anything close to it, and it will serve you well until more horses are unlocked in chapters 3 and 4. Brindle Thoroughbred This one you can get a
little earlier than most, but it's going to cost you and you might not have the kind of money needed for it early in the game. Once you get to Chapter 3, you can go to the Strawberry Stables and buy the Brindle Thoroughbred. This horse fits the highest base speed with the Missouri Fox Trotter and Nokota. However, it has
very poor base statistics in health and stamina, so make sure you have a lot of horse cleansing with you! Rose Grey Black Arabic This is the top tier Arabian horse, and can be bought at the Blackwater Stable once you reach Epilogue 1 in the story. You can buy another Arab in the Saint Denis Stables at Chapter 4 of the
story in the game, but this particular one with the Rose Grey color is the fastest of them all. Rose Gray Black Arabian Horse Stats Turkoman If you want a horse that has a lot of health and stamina without sacrificing speed, then it's a good one you can get pretty early in the game. It will be unlocked in Chapter 4 of the
game, and can be found in the Saint Denis Stable. The horse comes in a few different colors, but the stats are identical across the board. Gold Turkoman Horse Statistics Reverse Dapple Roan Nokota This is the fastest horse you can find, but it comes with the sacrifice of low health and stamina. You are very likely to kill
this horse, but you can upgrade the health and stamina once you've bonded further with it and buy the right gear for it. This one is also available in Chapter 4 of the game and can be found in the Saint Denis Stable. The other versions of the Nokota that can be found in nature are much slower than this one. Reverse
Dapple Pinto Nokota Horse Stats Missouri Fox Trotter The Fox Trotter is one of best all-around horses you can get into the game. It has high base speed, acceleration, and also has strong health and stamina statistics. You can find the first available version in Chapter 4 of the game at the Scarlett Meadows Stable. The
horse comes in two colors, but the stats are exactly the same. You can get Amber Champagne earlier in the game, but the Silver Dapple Pinto version unlocks during the Epilogue and can be purchased in the Blackwater Stable. Missouri Fox Trotter Horse Stats Tiger Striped Mustang If you want just a really interesting
looking horse and don't care too much about stats then the Tiger Striped Mustang is a big one to grab. It's another horse that needs to get to the epiloug to get, but if you go southwest to Rio Del Lobo Rock, you can find this unique horse. It's the only place where it spawns, so be sure to save before making your effort to
tem it because just like the White Arabic, you can get unhappy and have the horse get away or mistake out. Tiger Striped Mustang At first glance, the horse looks normal, but around its legs are the tiger stripes that give it a very interesting look. You may have to travel around the Rio Del Lobo Rock area a little bit to find
it, but it will be worth the hunt! Tiger Striped Mustang Card Location Best Horses for free This is a method that has figured someone out that will allow you to find the best horses in the game for free fairly early in the game. Once you can get to Saint Denis, which is the largest most advanced city in the game, you can go
to a spot north of it that spawns some horse. These spawns are completely random, and cycle through all the breeds and different types of breeds. This includes the versions of horses that are the best in the game, which are the ones you wouldn't have access to much later in the story. There are a few ways you can
approach how to take advantage of this place. The first is that you can save up close and then transition to the area, see if there's a rare horse, and either grab it or recharge your rescue. It may take a while, but if you're on one of the faster consoles, it might not be too bad. The second option is that you check the horses
to see what has spat out, and if you are not happy with them. Ride north on your current horse for a while, and then turn around and come back. It needs to repay the horses and give you another set to check out. You'll want to experiment with how far exactly you have to travel away to activate the respawn so you don't
waste time! This method is kind of cheesy, but it's one of the best ways familiar to get a top tier horse for free! Free!
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